PESS RELEASE

One NDFB(S) Over Ground Worker Arrested With Grenade by SSB

New Delhi (01 October 2017): Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) and Assam Police arrested one Over Ground Worker (OGW) of National Democratic Front of Bodoland. The joint operation launched in the night of 01.10.2017 by Koilamoila Coy of 15th Bn. SSB Kajalgaon (Assam) resulted in apprehension of Ejju Brahma (19) an OGW of Songbijit faction of NDFB.

The operation was launched on receipt of specific intelligence of movement of Ejju Brahma in Amguri area of Chirang district. One grenade has also been recovered from his possession. Ejju Brahma is now under police custody and being interrogated.
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